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When ‘listeners can’t talk’: Comparing active listening in opening sequences of telephone 
and online counselling  
 
Susan Danby, Carly Butler & Michael Emmison  
 
This paper compares the interactional affordances of telephone and online web counselling in 
opening sequences on Kids Help Line, a 24-hour Australian counselling service for children and 
young people up to the age of 25. While there is growing use of online counselling, little is 
known about its interactional organisation and how it compares to telephone counselling. This is 
despite past research suggesting that both counsellors and clients report the impact of the 
different modalities on the presentation and management of the counselling interaction. We 
examine some ways that counsellors show active listening, including the role of response tokens 
and formulations in telephone counselling, and consider the interactional implications of the 
absence of these in online counselling. Analysis describes how minimal response tokens 
facilitate the clients’ problem presentation and are used in the management of turn taking and 
sequence organisation. For example, counsellors use the response token Mm hm to show that 
they understand that the client’s unit of talk to is not yet complete, and to affirm or invite the 
client to continue speaking. We discuss how formulations in phone and web counselling are 
another way that counsellors display active listening to re-present stretches of the clients’ 
preceding talk. In phone and web counselling, however, the respective modalities can complicate 
matters of turn transition and sequence organisation. By examining actual phone and online 
counselling sessions, this paper offers empirical demonstrations of the interactional affordances 
of phone and online counselling, and shows how the institutional practice of active listening is 
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Introduction 
While there is growing use of online and email counselling, little is known about the 
interactional organisation of these modalities and how they compare to telephone counselling. 
This is despite past research suggesting that both counsellors and clients report the impact of the 
different modalities on the presentation and management of the counselling interaction. This 
paper compares the interactional affordances of telephone and online web counselling in opening 
sequences on Kids Help Line, a 24-hour Australian counselling service for children and young 
people up to the age of 25. Specifically, analysis examines the counsellors’ displays of active 
listening in phone and online web counselling. In line with Gardner (1998, p. 82), we attend to 
“the influence that a listener …  can have on the talk as listener” (p. 204, italics in original).  
Kids Help Line works from a philosophy of ‘we care, we listen” (www.kidshelp.com.au). 
Foregrounding the activity of listening as an essential component of the counselling service 
makes visible the counsellors’ role to ‘hear’ the clients and to engage in the action of active 
listening. Identified as a core skill within counselling (Geldard & Geldard, 2008; Hutchby, 
2005), active listening includes such actions as mirroring body language, using minimal 
responses (such as Okay, Mm hm and Right), paraphrasing what the client has said and reflecting 
back these feelings, and summarising key points by re-stating what has been said by the client. In 
other words, active listening is used by counsellors to display their understanding of what the 
clients are saying and to encourage them to feel comfortable enough to continue discussing their 
troubles with counsellors (Hutchby, 2005). However, the focus on active listening has been in 
face-to-face counselling (Hutchby, 2005), and less is known about how counsellors engage in 
phone and online counselling contexts.  
The study reported here is part of a larger study of interactions between counsellors and clients 
on Kids Help Line. Previous research investigating counsellor and client interactions in 
telephone counselling has established that the spoken medium is crucial to both the young caller 
and the adult counsellor (Butler, Potter, Danby, Emmison, & Hepburn, under review; Danby, 
Baker, & Emmison, 2005; Danby & Emmison, in press, 2009; Emmison & Danby, 2007a, 
2007b). Phone counselling sessions on the Kids Help Line are marked by the young client 
presenting both a problem and a reason for a call (Danby et al., 2005).  As discussed in Danby et 
al (2005), the client’s first entry into the call occurs after the counsellor provides the institutional 
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identification.  The clients’ first turns are marked by pauses and restarts as they deliver the 
reason for the call, which can involve periods of extended silence. At these points, counsellors 
engages in active listening as demonstrated by minimal responses to show that they are listening 
and that they are encouraging the clients to continue with their delivery. Following receipt of the 
reason for the call, the counsellors begin their diagnostic work (Emmison & Danby, 2007a). 
However, when the auditory information is not available to both parties, as is the case in online 
web counselling, then the interactive work that comprises the counselling session needs to take 
into account the affordances, both enabling and constraining (Hutchby,2001), offered by the 
technology. It is precisely this issue – how the modality impacts upon the counselling interaction 
- that is at the core of this paper.  
 
Recent studies of the Kids Help Line counselling service found that while both telephone and 
online counselling had positive effects for the client, telephone counselling was more effective 
than online counselling in reducing the distressed state of the caller (King, Bamling, Reid, & 
Thomas, 2006). When  counsellors were asked to compare their experiences of online and 
telephone counselling, they reported more concerns in  displaying responsivity to clients and 
they felt  a greater emotional distancing with the clients (Bambling, King, Reid, & Wegner, 
2008; Ellerman-Bull, 2003). They were concerned that the online chat environment lowered the 
emotional intensity of the interactions, possibly leading to an underestimation of the severity of 
clients’ problems. Counsellors suggested that the sense of reduced emotional connection was due 
to the absence of non-verbal cues and the time it took for clients and counsellors to type their 
responses. Their concern also was that there was a greater risk of misunderstanding between 
clients and counsellors because the counsellors’ active listening or empathetic statements might 
be more easily misunderstood (Bambling et al., 2008). On the other hand, clients appreciated the 
emotional distance in that it afforded them a sense of emotional safety, which enabled them to be 
more comfortable in revealing their reasons for calling (King, Bambling et al., 2006). . The 
clients gave the “lack of personal contact” (p. 172)  as a main factor for why they chose the 
Internet over the telephone (King et al, 2006). The clients began the session by talking about 
their concerns from their first turn. In other words, they got straight to the point. In addition, they 
appreciated the privacy of an online domain where other family members could not overhear 
their calls (King, Bambling et al., 2006). A critical matter for the online context is the reduced 
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pace of interaction caused by the text exchange (Bambling et al., 2008) but the clients 
appreciated the opportunity that the online context gave in that they were able to take time to 
write their entries and to correct or review what they sent (King, Bambling et al., 2006) . In 
summary, while the context of the online counselling service is problematic for counsellors in 
terms of displaying active listening, a core strategy in counselling practice, the clients who used 
this service preferred it over telephone counselling because they felt more emotionally safe, it 
provided privacy and the modality allowed for feelings of control as the clients were able to 
reply to the counsellor in their own time .  
 
Studies of online counselling 
Online counselling takes a variety of forms, with the term used to describe anything from online 
support groups and bulletin boards, to counselling via email, video-conferencing, and web 
(Mallen & Vogel, 2005). Key concerns primarily have been the effectiveness of counselling 
across these modalities compared to face-to-face or telephone counselling, and for various types 
of clients, and  the ethical and legal issues arising in relation to online counselling (Mallen & 
Vogel, 2005; Mallen, Vogel, & Rochlen, 2005). Research methods typically involve surveys and 
interviews and, in some cases, quantitative analysis of qualitative data (see the reviews in Mallen 
& Vogel, 2005).  
 
There is a small, but growing, body of literature that uses conversation analytic techniques to 
examine Computer Mediated Communication (CMC). For example, Hutchby (2001) showed that 
CMC  could be analysed in terms of their communicative affordances, that is, what is “made 
possible” (p. 33) within the affordances of the technolologies. That is, “affordances can shape the 
conditions of possibility associated with an action; it may be possible to do it one way but not 
another “(Hutchby, 2001, p. 199). Another key focus of prior work is how the sequential 
organisation of CMC compares with that of verbal interactions (Garcia & Jacobs, 1999; Rintel, 
Mulholland, & Pittam, 2001; Rintel, Pittam, & Mulholland, 2003; Schonfeldt & Golato, 2003; 
Simpson, 2005). For example, Herring (1999) examines CMC in terms of turn-taking and 
sequential coherence. Overlap of turn is not possible in CMC, but overlap of exchanges is 
‘rampant’ and indeed may be an efficient way of communication to avoid too much lag time 
(Herring, 1999). Similarly effective may be the adaptive features of CMC, whereby users 
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establish ways of doing things as they are done in face to face conversation, including 
backchanneling (for example, by typing “nods” or “giggles”) to indicate that they are not ready 
to give up the floor. In the same way, Rintel, Pittam and Mulholland (2003) found that the 
inherent problems of online communication, such as lags leading to an absence of response in 
openings, can cause ambiguity. Rather than constructed as a problem, such interactional matters 
can serve as resources for the interactants. Similarly, we look for ways that counsellors and 
clients work within the particular affordances of phone and online modalities.  
 
Active listening through response tokens and formulations  
We compare the modalities of phone and online counselling, drawing on a corpus of 50 
telephone calls and 50 online chat logs collected since April 2008. We focus on the opening 
sequences, where the clients present their reasons for calling and the counsellors’ first full turns 
of substantial talk. Kids Help Line began with a telephone counselling service in 1991 and, in 
2002, diversified its form of client access to include on-line web counselling. In 2007, Kids Help 
Line counsellors responded to more than 300,000 telephone and online interactions (Kids Help 
Line, 2008). The counsellors are paid, highly qualified professionals with backgrounds in 
psychology, social work or related fields, and they engage in an ongoing professional 
development programs of in-service and clinical supervision (Ellerman-Bull, 2003).   In this 
study, after clients gave approval for research purposes, we were sent the audio-recorded 
telephone calls and chat logs as digital files. All names are pseudonyms, and other identifying 
information was deleted from the sound files prior to the removal of the data from the Kids Help 
Line site. Calls were transcribed using Jeffersonian conventions (Jefferson, 2004b). 
 
We investigate two ways that the counsellors display active listening: minimal response tokens 
and formulations. First, we show how counsellors, use response tokens, such as Mm hm and 
Yeah, in the course of the clients’ talk to acknowledge, affirm or invite clients to continue 
talking. The use of minimal response tokens displays of active listening are not possible in online 
counselling, and their absence in online counselling means that the counsellor has to manage the 
extended time lapsed while the client is typing. Next, we discuss how counsellors display active 
listening through the use of formulations in phone and web counselling: “Indeed, it is less a 
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matter of ‘listening’ per se, and more a matter of ‘listening’ for a way to formulate what is said 
as therapeutically relevant” (Danby & Emmison, in press, 2009; Hutchby, 2007, p. 82).    
The first way that counsellors show active listening is with continuers, such as Mm hm, and 
acknowledgers, such as Yeah. Continuers act to “hand the floor back to the immediately prior 
speaker” and acknowledgers function as claiming “agreement or understanding of the prior turn” 
(Gardner, 2001, p. 2). Known as response tokens, they work as ways for listeners to encourage 
speakers to continue their talk. Within a counselling context, Czyzewski (1995) found that the 
sequential implication of the counsellor’s use of the response token Mm hm was that the client 
took up the floor again by either continuing the utterance or by introducing a new topic. The use 
of response tokens, then, is particularly relevant for counselling and therapeutic contexts where 
clients are encouraged to talk about their concerns. Because online counselling does not afford 
the use of response tokens, counsellors search for ways to show that they are listening. One way 
that they do this is to comment on the length of the extended turn while the client is engaged in 
typing and before the message is posted. 
 
The second way that counsellors can show active listening is to formulate what the client has 
been saying in order to summarise what has been said so far, and to offer an interpretation of the 
feelings of the client (Antaki, Barnes, & Leudar, 2005; Davis, 1986; Geldard & Geldard, 2008; 
Hutchby, 2007; Vehviläinen, 2003). Formulations are recurrent practices in institutional talk and 
are used to perform specific institutional tasks (Drew, 2003; Heritage & Watson, 1979), 
including “summarizing, glossing or developing the gist of an informant’s earlier statements”  
(Heritage, 1985, p. 100). Formulations demonstrate whether what has been previously said is 
clearly understood (Heritage & Watson, 1979), and to bring about an elaboration or continuation 
of that (Heritage, 1985). Through formulations, the counsellor can pick up on, or ignore, aspects 
of the clients’ previous talk, or  recast what has been said (Heritage & Watson, 1979), and so can 
be designed for the client to either agree or disagree with them (Hutchby, 2007). As Hutchby 
(2007) points out, formulations used by counsellors are aimed to display listening that captures 
“what is said as therapeutically relevant” (p. 82). In other words, formulations are used to 
summarise and paraphrase what the counsellor deems relevant or what the client has just 
described in terms of their emotions or a description of events (Antaki et al., 2005).  
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To summarise, by examining how counsellors manage active listening sessions, this paper offers 
empirical demonstrations of the interactional affordances of the modalities of phone and online 
counselling. As we show, the respective modalities can complicate matters of turn transition and 
sequence organisation. The next section of the paper examines the strategies of the counsellors in 
the opening sequences by examining the use of response tokens (and their absence)  and 
formulations in phone and online counselling. 
 
The opening sequences in phone counselling 
In Excerpt 1, the client describes in detail the events that have led her to call Kids Help Line – 
what she describes as “an overwhelming week.” This lengthy extract from a telephone 
counselling session shows the counsellor using multiple response tokens and a formulation 
designed to summarise and paraphrase what the client has said, and to capture what is 




Cou:     Hello kids he:lp line. 1 
         (1.3)  2 
Call:    >H’llo?< 3 
         (0.4) 4 
Cou:     Hi:. 5 
         (0.5) 6 
Call:    Hi .h um (.) mp.hh I jis ra::ng but I don’t 7 
         know (0.8) >if I’m talking to the same  8 
         person< my phone just cut out? 9 
         (0.3) 10 
Cou:     Ye:ah? 11 
         (0.7) 12 
Call:    U:m (1.2) ah I just had a really overwhelming  13 
         wee:k?,  14 
         (0.2) 15 
Call:    Um (0.5) just had like a really bad  16 
         time at wo:rk, an:’ 17 
Cou:     M:hm. 18 
         (0.5) 19 
Call:    This one girl is like (0.3) pointing out all 20 
         my mistakes to the supervisor an’ .hhh (0.2) 21 
         like (.) u:m (0.4) looking after my (.) sick  22 
         gra:ndfather an’ .shih (0.3) u:m: (0.9) >(an’) 23 
         jis- < (0.4) ah: °m° my dad was do:wn: cos he   24 
         doesn’t live with me, an’ .hh[hhh 25 
Cou:                                  [°Mhm.° 26 
         (0.5)  27 
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Call:    U:m (1.4) an’ then:- (0.4) sort’v (I’v’)/(ah)- 28 
         bee- having heaps of trou:ble like fo:cusing at  29 
         work?=Like [.hh >even jist tryinga< rea:d=  30 
Cou:                [°Mhm.° 31 
Call:    = somethi:ng an’ .hh (0.5) °like (.) ub-° (0.4) 32 
         my- (0.5) brai:n couldn’t like- (0.3) foc- like  33 
         my ↑eyes wouldn’t focus to read it?=An’ then  34 
         (0.7) so: and then toda:y: (.) I um  35 
         .shih (0.8) >accidentally-< (0.5) like- (0.5)   36 
         bumped the ca:r? Into thuh fence?  37 
Cou:     °Mhm,° 38 
         (0.3) 39 
Call:    And when like (1.1) >cos it’s not my< ca:r?  40 
         It’s my Pa’s? An: thih bumper- (0.2) kinda 41 
         bent? 42 
Cou:     M:[hm. 43 
Call:      [.shih 44 
         (0.5) 45 
Call:    And then: um: (0.4) like I- tihih .hh I just got 46 
         really upset over it?  47 
         (0.4)  48 
Call:    °Um° (.) you know, really confu:sed cos .hh (.) 49 
         u:m ((sniff)) like- (0.6) °i-° I’ve been 50 
         totally like out of (sorts)/(thoughts)?=<Can’t 51 
         ↓focus on anything: an:’> .h 52 
Cou:     °°MHhm.°° 53 
         (0.7) 54 
Call:    Like- I jist fee:l (0.5) like an ali↑en to  55 
         myself¿ type thing an- (.) really overwhelmed? 56 
Cou:     Yea:h.=↑So it’s sounding li:ke .hhhhhhhhhh 57 
         ↑yep it’s it’s like (0.3) there’s- there’s  58 
         a lot going on in your life, an it’s: °i- it’s° 59 
         (0.5) do you think tha:t’s what’s affecting you= 60 
         like you’re jist overwhelmed so that’s making it  61 
         harder for you to cope. 62 
         (0.3)   63 
Cou:     With what you’ve got to cope with.=↑Is that  64 
         what you’re saying? 65 
 
 
After the opening of the call (lines 1-12), the client begins an extended turn at talk (lines 13-56) 
describing what she meant by her initial gloss of having experienced an overwhelming week.  
During this time, the counsellor has only provided minimal response tokens that lets the client 
know she is listening and inviting her to continue (Danby et al., 2005). Instead, the counsellor’s 
use of continuers and acknowledgements shows that she is treating Sophie’s talk as not-yet-
completed and that the counsellor’s minimal responses “should not be taken as a full turn at talk 
that should itself be attended by subsequent talk” (Lerner, 1996, p. 252). 
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The counsellor’s response tokens are finely placed in response to the client’s turns, and can be 
heard differently depending upon their placement within the interaction (Czyzewski, 1995) and  
their prosody (Gardner, 2001). The client begins by mentioning that she had called back after her 
phone was cut off and she tries to elicit information regarding whether she is possibly talking 
with the same person now. The counsellor responds with a response token, “Yeah?” (line 11), 
offered with  straight rising contour. This turn seems to delete the sequential relevance of the 
client’s apparent ‘fishing’ attempt for information (Pomerantz, 1980). The counsellor’s response 
is designed  to encourage the client to continue (Buttny, 1996; Gardner, 2001); that is, to prompt 
the client to proceed with the business of the call.   The caller continues, and the counsellor then 
engages in a display of active listening by use of response tokens.  
 
The remainder of the excerpt is marked by the counsellor’s use of acknowledgers in the form of 
a Mm hm placed at the end of possibly complete turn constructional units (TCUs) (as in line 38, 
43), or just after the beginning of a next TCU (as in lines 18, 26, 31, 53). The counsellor’s first 
‘Mhm’ is placed at line 8 – after the caller’s ‘an,’’ which projects something more to follow. 
Similarly at lines 26, 31 and 53, ‘mhm’s with falling intonation are placed just after the end of a 
complete turn unit, and the beginning of a next (after ‘an’ on lines 25 and 52, and after ‘like’ at 
line 30). In incomplete turn construction units, the client does an in-breath after the first word of 
a projected next-TCU and the counsellor, in overlap with the inbreath, does a falling mhm. As 
Lerner (1996) points out, audible inhalations can signal that the talk is to continue. In line with 
Gardner (2001), the mhm can serve as an acknowledgement and display to the client that what 
she has said is receipted and understood, and to recognise that the client’s turn is incomplete. 
 
One mhm differs to the others in this excerpt in that it has a fall-rising intonation. The response 
token comes after the client ends with a description of backing the car into the fence (“Into thuh 
fence?”) (line 37) with the bumper “kinda bent?” (line 42). Here, the TCUs are brought to 
completion, and the client’s strongly rising terminal contours appear to invite some receipting of 
this news, which the counsellor does on each occasion with Mm hm (lines 38 and 43). The 
counsellor’s responses invite the client to respond, suggesting that the client’s turns are not 
complete pragmatically. The response tokens placed after a complete TCU, following on from 
the client’s uncompleted account, work as continuers to hand the floor back to the client 
Comment [SD1]: Sent email to Carly re  
Mm hm vs mhm in transcript. Rod uses 
Mm hm and we are citing him. If we 
change, we will need to change in the 
transcripts and in the analysis.  
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(Gardner, 2001). While the TCUs are grammatically complete, on a pragmatic level, the client 
appears not yet finished with her description of her “really overwhelming week” and so there is a 
sense of non-completion of her account. As we have shown elsewhere (Emmison & Danby, 
2007a), the caller has not yet provided the reason for her call, a formulation designed to bring the 
open-ended troubles telling to a close.  
 
The client moves towards closing her turn pragmatically in lines 49-52. While the earlier turns 
involved a description of events and her reactions, lines 49-52  begins a summary of the impact 
these events are having on her –serving as the ‘reason for the call’ (Danby et al., 2005; Emmison 
& Danby, 2007a). At line 52, the client finishes with ‘an[d]’ and an in-breath projecting more to 
follow, but there is a 0.7 silence after the counsellor’s continuer. In lines 55-56, the client, using 
an idiomatic expression, describes feeling ‘like an alien to myself.” As Drew and Holt (1998) 
note, idiomatic expressions regularly are used to bring a sequence of talk to a close. The turn is 
extended with “an’ really overwhelmed” (line 56), which reiterates the client’s initial gloss of the 
problem presented in line 13. This appears to round off her turn, providing a transition relevance 
places, which the counsellor treats as a completion. There is a minimal (‘normal’) gap between 
the end of the client’s turn and the counsellor’s turn at line 57, offering further demonstration of 
the fine-tuned attention to the progress of the client’s talk.  
 
In excerpt 1, the client produced an extended and multi-unit turn at talk, and there is evidence to 
suggest the counsellor’s active role of the ‘listener talking’ (Gardner, 2001). The display of 
response tokens suggests that the counsellor is paying close attention to the progress of the 
client’s presentation of her problem. Both client and counsellor worked collaboratively to 
produce – and orient to - the turn as one still in progress, and there is a mutual understanding that 
the counsellor does not take a full turn until the client has come to a recognisable completion 
(Danby et al., 2005). The counsellor’s use of response tokens in this extract serve as 
acknowledgments and continuers, which in both cases display recognition that the caller has not 
yet completed an extended turn.  
 
The counsellor’s first substantive turn draws on a formulation using a perspective-display 
format. First, though, the counsellor begins with an acknowledgement, a falling “yeah,” which 
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receipts and displays recognition of the closure of the client’s account (line 57). She then latches 
a next turn unit in which she offers a formulation of the caller’s problem, “there’s- there’s a lot 
going on in your life” (line 59). There is a self-repair within the formulation that turns the 
counsellor’s assertion about what it ‘sounds’ like the caller has said into an interrogative – 
‘there’s a lot going on in your life’ and it’s …‘ (which could possibly be completed with ‘making 
you overwhelmed’) is repaired to “do you think that’s what’s affecting you?” The use of a 
perspective display format (Hutchby, 2007; Maynard, 1991), “do you think,” is presented as a 
marked invitation, made possible because the client has already suggested that there is a 
problem. The question asks about the client’s own knowledge of their circumstances and 
feelings; and orients to the perspective that the client is best placed to be able to comment on 
their own thoughts and feelings. There is then a request for confirmation at lines 64-65. The 
formulation accomplishes two things. First, it displays what the counsellor has heard and 
understood from the caller and therefore displays ‘active listening’. The use of the interrogative 
format, however, orients to the caller’s authority in terms of recognising explanations and 
accounts of what has been going on. In this way, the preference structure is constructed to show 
the counsellor’s orientation to the client knowing best about her own experiences (Peräkylä & 
Silverman, 1991), and thus acknowledges the client’s epistemic authority in relation to her own 
situation (Butler et al., under review).   
  
However, in some cases, clients do not offer extended turns in the openings of the calls. As 
shown in Emmison and Danby (2007a), callers usually finish with proffering a reason for their 
call. In cases where they do not, they can be treated as incomplete accounts by the counsellors. In 
these cases, the use of response tokens can actively prompt for a continuation from the client, 
even when they have indicated that their turn is complete. Excerpt 2 offers an example of the use 





Call:    .h ↑Um (.) ↑I’ve got this frie:nd right¿ 1 
         (.) 2 
Cou:     Mm:hm:? 3 
         (.) 4 
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Call:    .h A:nd i- (0.3) it- he’s (.) wsorry .h ↑he’s 5 
         going out with this girl that I r:ea:lly like. 6 
         ((sniff)) 7 
Cou:     M:h:m¿ 8 
         (0.4) 9 
Call:    And he’s one of my best ma:tes:.  10 
         (0.7) 11 
Cou:     Mh::m? 12 
         (0.5) 13 
Call:    Yeah:. 14 
         (0.4) 15 
Cou:     A::nd is that a bit di:fficult for you.16 
 
  
The client begins to describe his situation at line 1, with a turn that clearly projects more to 
follow, and ending with a rising and continuing intonation. The counsellor’s rising Mm hm at 
line 3 is a continuer, displaying an expectation that the turn will be continued. The client’s next 
turn is tied to the previous one with ‘and’, and is brought to completion with a final, falling pitch. 
In the next slot (line 8), the counsellor produces another continuer and, in response, the client 
extends his turn – once again, indicating completeness with a falling pitch. While this might be 
considered a transition relevance place, the counsellor invites the client to continue with another 
strongly rising ‘mhm?’(line 12). The client, however, merely confirms the account so far with 
‘yeah’ (line 14), which is regularly used to mark the closure of a sequence of talk. Thus, the 
‘yeah’ does little more than mark closure and show that he has no more to say.  
 
After a slight pause, the counsellor does a formulation at line 16, prefaced with the conjunction 
‘and,’ which could be described as producing the continuation that the client did not produce. It 
specifies what ‘further information’ the counsellor was prompting for with her ‘mhm’. Done as 
an upshot, the formulation could prompt either an agreement or disagreement, or elicit some 
further elaboration from the client. As Danby et al. (2005) discuss, clients to Kids Help Line 
present both the problem and the reason for calling and this can be quite distinct. In this opening, 
it appears that while the client has presented a problem he has not described their ‘reason for 
calling’ – that this situation is difficult for him. The counsellor prompts for this – first in a non-
direct way by inviting him to continue with a minimal response token and then a formulation 
designed to work as a more direct candidate reason. The formulation works to extend the client’s 
talk until sufficient information is given (that is, the reason for the call) (Danby et al., 2005; 
Emmison & Danby, 2007a) and to initiate a shift into a new phase of counselling. 
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Excerpts 1 and 2 have shown two practices that feature regularly in telephone counselling: the 
counsellor’s use of response tokens and formulations to suggest active listening. We saw that, 
during clients’ ongoing turns, counsellors used acknowledgers and continuers to indicate that 
they were listening and that they expected the clients to continue. If an extended response was 
not given, or if there was an interactional place for a speaker change, counsellors prompted the 
clients to take another turn to expand on what has been said so far. This pattern was repeated 
until there has been some indication from the clients that their account were now complete and 
that they were handing the floor back to the counsellor (Emmison & Danby, 2007a). In Excerpt 
1, the counsellor’s formulation re-presented stretches of the client’s preceding talk using a 
perspective-display format to display what the counsellor has understood from the caller. The 
counsellor’s formulation in Excerpt 2 worked differently in that it was in response to the caller’s 
inadequate opening where the reason for the call was not made explicit. The formulation was 
designed to produce the continuation the client did not. In both, we show evidence that the 
counsellor was engaging in active listening. As we show below, the modality of web counselling 
complicates such matters because of ambiguities afforded by turn transition and sequence 
organisation.  
 
The opening sequences in web counselling 
In web counselling, clients and counsellors use related, but different, practices in the opening 
turns. We saw in the phone counselling segments above that counsellors offered response tokens 
such as Mm hm as an indirect means of inviting the clients to continue. They also provided 
formulations that offered prompts for the client to continue, or that worked to extend an 
incomplete account. However, as the excerpt below shows, an online counselling session can 
begin with the client holding onto the conversational floor by use of an extended turn to present 
upfront the problem. While clients in telephone counselling also produce extended turns, the 
counsellor in web counselling has no recourse to using response tokens. There is no opportunity 
afforded by the client, then, for the counsellor to acknowledge what has been said and to 
encourage the client to continue with response tokens or, at this point,  to ask probing questions 
to pursue the reason for the call. This raises the question, then, of how counsellors engaged in 
web counselling might display that they are engaging in active listening with the client, and how 
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they facilitate client presentation of the troubles telling. The following excerpt shows the client 
engaging in two extended turns in web counselling with no feedback from the counsellor, who 
does not contribute in any way until the message is posted and the client,  indicating that she is 
finished her account (“sorry i think that is all”), 16:30).  
 
Excerpt 3  
WC1025381 
 
(Client) i could give u a breif history if u like 15:16 04:50 00:19 
(Couns) If you think it might help todays session, then i am all for it 15:16 05:14 00:24 
(Client) ok here goes... 15:17 05:42 00:28 
(Client) 
end of yr 12 (2005) i saw my dad peeing intothe kitchen sink, reason 
for this is because he didnt want my mum to know that he was going 
to the toilet,hence he had been drinking... i new he was drinking and 
gambleing coz friends saw him in the city... i wanted to keep the 
family together for the families sake and coz i had exams the next 
month...i worked hard to try to move outand afford my own place.. 
however my mum beat me to it...i had to defer uni because i was in 
court with my mother.. turns out dad lost all our money... now my 
mum as a surver lung disease and im her full time carer, only child 
and have to live with her b ecause we both cannot afford to live 
separetly... i see my dad sometimes but that isall.... in 2004 i injured 
myself at work... in 2006 i had surgery for this incident... last year i 
wasnt improving and needed more surgery but work cover wasnt 
going to cover it.. i went to all this trouble inhe conciliation to get 
professional help frm professors at uni etc... and got put down by the 
insurance guy... went to the medical pannel and won.. after 8 months 
of fighting.... 
15:21 10:25 04:43 
(Client) sorry there is more 15:21 10:28 00:03 
(Client) 
i had surgery last week.... i am ment to be seeing the surgeon 
tomorrow but got told that it needs cancelled... i feel soo isolated.. i 
cannot walk properly and people look at me... i cant go to uni 
because the blood going down to my leg hurts and the pain killers 
make me tired... and i am constantly getting sick... 3rd time this 
month... its frustrating ... getting told that i cant see the surgeon for a 
week.. so nw the stiches and the bandages have to stay on... i have to 
15:26 14:40 04:12 
                                                
1 The online counselling transcripts consist of three time slots.  
For example, when  looking at  15:16    04:50    00:19  (1st  line on excerpt 3):  The first time slot refers to the actual 
time of the interaction  in a 24 hour clock[15:16].  The second time slot refers to when the turn was posted [04:50], 
occurring 04.50 minutes into the interaction. The third time slot refers to the lapse of time since the last posting 
[00:19 seconds]. We use the 2nd time slot, identifying when the posting occurred [04:50].    
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keep wearing this moon boot hat looks and it is big and heavy... and 
im tired and emotinally drained.... 
(Client) sorry i think that is all 15:26 14:56 00:16 
(Couns) my first thought when I read that was "wow, this girl has been through a whole lot of pretty heavy stuff in the last couple of years" 15:27 16:30 01:34 
(Couns) I can understand why things feel like they are a bit much at the moment 15:28 17:03 00:33 
 
This excerpt comes from soon after the initial opening of the counselling session. The client is a 
regular user of the service, but this is the first time that the client has “talked” with this particular 
counsellor, and offers to provide a “brief history” [4:50]. The counsellor gives a go-ahead, and 
the client’s next turn is a preliminary “okay here goes…” which is sent as an independent 
message and offers some forewarning to the counsellor that what will follow will be an extended 
turn. The turn that follows [10:25] indeed is extended. The client offers a summary of her history 
over the last four years, in a turn that takes four minutes and forty-three seconds before it is sent. 
The written text consists of a string of sentences and clauses joined together with two, three or 
four dots. The dots seem to serve as ellipsis – not so much to indicate missing words, but to show 
missing grammar. The effect is one of an ongoing stream of units packaged in the one turn, 
which is in some sense similar to phone openings.  
 
Immediately following the posting of the initial history (3 seconds, which is as immediate as it 
gets in this format), the client takes a further turn – “sorry there is more.” The apology is 
designed to serve as a turn-holding device and suggests to the counsellor that it is not their turn 
to post a message – that is, the client will continue. There is also an orientation to the length of 
the message, which warrants the apology. Four minutes and twelve seconds later the 
continuation is posted. This next turn offers more of the immediate history, describing what has 
been going on over the past month, weeks, and days.  
 
Perhaps in orientation to the possible ambiguity as to whether she has finished her turn, the client 
posts a further message to indicate her completion – “sorry I think that is all.” Again, the apology 
may display recognition of the length of her turn (another four minutes – making for a turn that 
stretches over eight minutes in total). By stating “I think that is all,” the client clearly indicates a 
transition relevance place, leaving a slot for the counsellor to respond in the next turn. That the 
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turn was broken into two halves (with a quick message to warn that more was to follow) may 
reflect an understanding that 4-5 minutes is a long time to wait for a turn. By breaking the 
account into two extended segments, the client gives the counsellor something to read while she 
continues. Without these breaks, the counsellor would have been waiting for over eight minutes. 
However, while breaking up the turn into two parts might give the counsellor something to do in 
terms of reading, this work is passive in the sense that the counsellor’s engagement only is 
inferred rather than displayed. The client managed the work of indicating she was going to 
continue (and apologised for this), rather than having the counsellor enable, or even encourage, 
this continuation in the way that Mm hms are used in the telephone session discussed above. 
Furthermore, the counsellor does not indicate ongoing attention to the client’s extended turn that 
suggested more to come. At this point, the counsellor could have acknowledged the projected 
continuation, but instead remains silent.  
 
 The counsellor holds her response until after the client has indicated that she had finished. The 
counsellor then offers the first part of a “first thought” formulation (Jefferson, 2004a) on reading 
the client’s post. The counsellor’s response is a substantial action, summarising an initial 
response (as marked by the description of being a “first thought”). What follows in the next turn 
is an empathetic response in terms of displaying an understanding of why things “feel like they 
are a bit much.” This takes over one and a half minutes to be sent, presumably time in which the 
counsellor was reading the message. In total, then, the opening to this counselling session has 
taken nearly eleven minutes 
 
In this excerpt, the client’s extended turn did not appear to cause any problems to the interaction. 
However, there are times when the counsellor can display active listening even when the client is 
delivering their account. This can happen when there is an extended period between messages 
being posted. In other words, the period taken for the client to type and post their message can be 
problematic in web counselling. Online web counselling is quasi-synchronous in that while 
messages appear synchronously and in real-time, the process of producing the message (that is, 
typing the message and pressing “Send”) is available only to the person writing it. There are time 
lapses (known as lags) between the online messages sent by one party and received by another 
(Garcia & Jacobs, 1999). When there is a lack of response by the other party, there is an 
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interactional problem in terms of continuity. In order to attend to the ambiguity of the response, 
the case then becomes one of clarifying whether the non-response is caused by a system-
occasion, such as a lag, or by participant-action. The participant action might be one of several 
causes, such as other party may not be responding because they are too distressed to type, or they 
may be involved in another activity at that time and ignoring the response (Rintel et al., 2003), or 
they may be taking an extended turn.  The counsellor, however, can see on their computer screen 
whether the client is responding. For the counsellor, the counselling concern becomes one of 
how does one demonstrate the counselling skill of active listening in this situation, when they do 
not have access to response tokens as in phone counselling? One way that counsellors do this is 
to show in some way that they are attending to the lack of postings being received. In this 
instance, counsellors can see when the client is talking and can refer to the length of the message 




(Counsellor) is this your first time using web counselling 12:40 01:24 00:16 
(Client) yea, its pretty weird ... 12:40 01:40 00:16 
(Client) i meant, compared to talking to someone 12:40 01:48 00:08 
(Counsellor) would you prefer to speak with someone on the phone today? 12:41 02:17 00:29 
(Client) nah its ok ill get the hang of it 12:41 02:42 00:25 
(Counsellor) so whats on your mind today? 12:42 02:58 00:16 
(Client) well i have a question 12:42 03:07 00:09 
(Counsellor) must be a big question :) 12:44 05:45 02:38 
(Client) 
mum and dad have really been telling me lately that i need to go 
out and socialise with people, and that im just lazy and will have 
no friends if i dont invest in people - which i agree with. i left 
school at the beginning of this year and im at tafe, and the people 
there are not the kind of people i usually hang around with, i 
mean there a couple of years older and i cant really call them my 
friends. 
12:45 05:51 00:06 
(Client) IMS ORRY IM GETTING THERE HAHA 12:45 05:56 00:05 
(Client) but the thing is, i dont want to go out anymore 12:45 06:17 00:21 
(Client) and i used to love talking and hanging out with my old friends 12:45 06:37 00:20 
(Client) and i just dont ant to anymore. and i keep getting in trouble for not wanting to go out 12:46 06:55 00:18 
(Client) i dont know what i was talking about with the tafe stuff 12:46 07:22 00:27 
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(Client) but all my old friends are stressing about school and dont go out anyway cos their doing homework 12:46 07:47 00:25 
(Counsellor) hmmm, sound like there has been quite a big change in your life. Leaving school, going to TAFE, 12:47 07:53 00:06 
 
At [02:58] the counsellor asks “so what’s on your mind today” to invite the client to begin. The 
client’s response is a preliminary, “well I have a question” [03:07], sent as an independent turn. 
Posed in this way, the recipient treats this response as a preface to “the projected action – things 
… ‘leading up to,’ the projected action” (Schegloff, 1980, p. 113). It clearly projects more is to 
follow, and may serve to set up the conditions for an extended turn and for the counsellor to wait 
for this before they “talk” again. Then, the client begins to type what they have projected as 
being their “question” and this message is posted after two and a half minutes [5:51]. Before then 
at [05:45], the counsellor posts a message, “must be a big question :)”, which serves as a 
commentary on the length of time (over two minutes at that point) it is taking the client to take 
their projected turn, and could be heard as a kind of prompt. The smiley face indicates that this 
comment is to be taken with good humour. Six seconds later, the client posts her message. It is 
clear that the client has been typing during this time – and it is indeed a ‘big question’. As the 
turn is posted just six seconds after the counsellor posts their prompt, the counsellor’s “big 
question” comment has prompted the client to stop typing in order to post what she has so far. 
The brief time lapse, and also the apology and announcement that she is “getting there,” along 
shorter postings coming at lesser intervals all attend to the change in client behaviour.  
 
In the next slot, the client directly addresses the counsellor’s commentary and orients to the 
action done with this rather than the comment itself, that is, “it’s taking you a long time to ask 
your question.” The client apologises and attends to the accountability of the length of time they 
are taking to complete their turn – “IMS ORRY IM GETTING THERE HAHA.” This suggests 
that the turn is still ongoing, although working towards completion. The use of caps lock may 
serve to highlight this turn as separate from the ongoing production of the “question.” The 
message is produced as parenthetical – an aside.  
 
Over the next few turns, the client sends a number of messages that continue each prior turn. The 
first [06:17] is linked to the earlier extended turn with the conjunction “but,” and the following 
Comment [SD2]: See Mike’s comment 
for next para 
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turns are further linked with “and.” However, unlike the earlier extended multi-unit turn, here the 
client is breaking her turn up into units with each sentence or clause posted as an individual 
message. It may be that this is a direct result of the counsellor’s prompt or commentary on the 
length of time taken for the first turn.  
 
In this excerpt, there is not a clear handing over to the counsellor and so there is some ambiguity 
in terms of speaker transition. The counsellor presents a formulation in [07:53], which appears to 
have started before the client posted her message in [07:47] as there is only six seconds between 
the two posts. The counsellor most likely has been typing in overlap with the client. The 
counsellor begins with a thinking token, “hmmm.” The formation that follows briefly 
summarises what the client has said, and providing an upshot of the client’s account so far, 
“there has been quite a big change in your life.” The formulation also works to find the 
therapeutic element of what the client has said so far. In line with Herring’s (1999) suggestion, 
the overlap of exchanges shown here in this excerpt may be an efficient strategy for the 
counsellor to begin the counselling work. The exchange occurs while there is still no clear reason 
or presentation of the question that the client had projected at [03:07], but there is sufficient 
accounting by the client of what has been happening in her life for the counsellor to be able to 
make a comment. The client closes the sequence with a summative statement, “but the thing is, i 
don’t want to go out anymore.” By coming in at this point with a formulation, the counsellor is 
reinterpreting what the client has said so far (Antaki, 2008), which also serves as a kind of 
sequence transition. In this way, the formulation works as a display of active listening. At this 
point, the counselling session has been underway for almost 8 minutes, and online counselling 
sessions on Kids Help Line usually are no longer than an hour. The length of the time taken to 
formulate the reason for the call is one difficulty counsellors face with this modality (Bambling 
et al., 2008).   
 
As we have seen in the web counselling excerpts 3 and 4, formulations are more ambiguous 
because it can be not clear what the next turn should be. As well, the counsellor is less able to 
prompt for a continuation of the account by the client, or to hedge or repair their turn. As well, 
the length of time it takes to get to a reason for the call   
 
Comment [SD3]: This needs to be 
endnoted 
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Conclusion 
As Hutchby (2001) pointed out, technologies for communication offer possibilities for “the 
interface between the organized practices of human conversation, and the technology’s array of 
communicative affordances (p. 206). Within this paper, we have compared the opening turns of 
phone and online counselling to show how the technology itself made possible some ways of 
communicating, and not other ways. . A central focus of the paper has been on how Kids Help 
Line counsellors and clients go about the orderly business of engaging in telephone and online 
counselling sessions. More specifically, we have explicated features of these interactions to show 
how the differing modalities of telephone and online interactions can shape what is possible in 
terms of how counsellors display their attending to the client’s accounts, described within 
counselling, as active listening. Active listening is a therapeutic strategy used to display their 
understanding of what the client has said and to elicit more talk from the clients (Hutchby, 2005).  
 
Within phone counselling, the counsellor’s repeated use of response tokens such as Yeah and 
Mm Hm facilitated client presentation in telephone calls. The minimal responses by the 
counsellors acted to encourage the clients to keep talking, and to show that what has been said 
has been understood. However, within the online web counselling sessions, the range of 
interactional practices afforded the counsellors was more limited, shaped by the practices of turn 
taking possible in this modality. For instance, we saw an absence of response tokens and so the 
counsellor relied upon other ways of interacting with the clients. Formulations are often the first 
thing done after the caller's presentation of the reason, and are fundamentally more ambiguous in 
web counselling because it is not clear what the next turn should be. As well, the counsellor is 
less able to hedge or repair their turn  
 
In investigations of any type of interaction, the roles of speakers can be privileged, with less 
attention given to listeners and their activities within the interactions (Gardner, 2001). This 
analysis has opened possibilities to examine more closely aspects of  phone and web counselling. 
In line with Antaki et al. (2005) and  Peräkylä and Vehviläinen (2003), analysis can inform 
counselling practices and the ‘stocks of knowledge’ from which counsellors work, with 
particular insights for the more recent counselling modality of online counselling. This paper 
with its focus on the work of the listener contributes to the growing number of studies using 
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conversation analysis to consider the roles of listeners as recipients of the talk and as co-
constructors of the interaction.   
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